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The next time you use your diagnostic skills on a faulty television set, you
might justifiably be inclined to swear about the elusiveness of the fault. Ray
Pressnell’s member contribution says instead, why not take a coffee break and
consider how the technology began, and imagine how it developed to its
present solid state. Such appreciation might inspire you to locate that fault in a
less harassed, and more logical and peaceful manner. There are many people
who feel that they could not survive happily without the trusted ‘goggle box’
sitting proudly in the corner of the room. Yet, since human creation we have
had nothing like it in our lives. Until, that is, one intrepid inventor decided that it
could, should and indeed would happen. Scotsman John Logie Baird created
the first of ‘everything’ in television. Whilst it is true that he does not receive the
recognition for his remarkable pioneering, without his input television would be
many years behind in progress. He had none of the electronics that we have,
yet demonstrated actual pictures on a screen.
This month’s issue of Diagnostic Engineering also takes a look at one of the
simplest tools in the diagnostic toolkit must surely be a set of feeler gauges.
Steve Reed MIDiagE MIDGTE explains how they require very little maintenance
other than rust prevention and if correctly used they maintain their original
dimensions. He highlights that those of a certain age would surely have used a
set in order to keep the old car running in the days of DIY repairs - setting such
things as valve clearances, ignition points and sparkplug gaps.
Have you ever had problems with transmission chain jumping or climbing its
sprockets? A common cause of chain climbing or even jumping its sprockets is
excessively worn sprockets, or worn chain, or both. Worn sprockets will also
cause chain to wear rapidly, so it’s important to replace it and check the
condition of the sprockets before fitting new chain. David Turner, of Renold
Chain, looks at the causes and the solutions.
Meanwhile John Sayer FIDiagE asks the question what happens when
Surgeons and Engineers collaborate and get it wrong? This will no doubt get all
of us thinking.
These are a just a few of the highlights in this month’s issue of Diagnostic
Engineering. Please remember to send in your contribution for consideration the success of your magazine depends on your active involvement and is your
opportunity to shape the future of the Institution of Diagnostic Engineers.
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The views expressed by contributors are their own
and are not necessarily those of the publishers, the
editor or the Council of Management of the
Institution of Diagnostic Engineers. Whilst every
care is taken to ensure that the contents of the
Journal are accurate, we can accept no
responsibility for these, or for the effect of errors
or omission. Likewise, while every care is taken
when accepting advertisements, we cannot accept
responsibility for the contents of these or for
unsatisfactory transactions. We will however
investigate any complaints.
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THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INSTITUTION

CELEBRATING
30YEARS
1981-2011

11. To promote the education and training of persons
whether resident in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere in all matters relating to diagnostic
engineering and allied technologies.
12. To establish and maintain contacts with persons
and/or organisation concerned with the
employment of diagnostic engineers and
consultants.
13. To arrange consortia of specialist diagnostic
engineers to perform specific
advisory/consultancy projects as required.
14. To develop the science, practice and business of
diagnostic engineering and allied technologies.
15. To encourage and improve the technical,
financial, business, managerial and general
knowledge of all persons engaged in the practice
of fault and failure diagnosis, condition
monitoring, post-mortem examination,accident
investigation and allied activities.
16. To compile and classify information and
particulars relating to the expert services
rendered by members of the Institution.
17. To disseminate information and particulars
relating to the expert services rendered by
members of the Institution.

A ‘Diagnostic Engineer’ shall be any person capable
of contribution to the art or science of determining
the existence of a problem in a machine, plant,
system or structure and/or appraising the cause(s) of
a failure which may have taken place and/or
assessing the condition or vulnerability of such
machine, plant, system or structure either during use
or while under development.

Interpretation
It is accepted that through a diagnostic capability or a
special knowledge of a failure and deterioration
modes, reliabilities and hazards a person will be able
to contribute to a satisfactory assessment of the
causes of a defect and able to contribute to the
identification of remedial action to cure the defect
and prevent failure.

Motivation
Employers are invited to recognise that persons who
have joined have shown distinguished interest in
developing and extending their technical skill.

Rewards

18. To stimulate efficiency in diagnosis and to elevate
the position of those connected therewith in
skilled practical employment.

Prizes up to £500 in value are offered annually for
the best brief accounts of interesting diagnostic
cases.

19. To foster intelligent appreciation of the facilities
existing for the provision of education and
research.

Activities

10. To facilitate the exchange of information, ideas
and practice by the publishing of such
information as shall be of interest to diagnostic
engineers.
11. To render advice and aid in the exploitation of
inventions and to make known their nature and
merits.
12. To assist in obtaining employment and to help
engineers and others to find competent staff.

01

Definition
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The Institution shall arrange and subsidise:
Regular Newsletters to members
Regular notices of services available from members
will be (distributed free of charge to members) to
interested parties. These notices will also be
displayed at times on the Institution’s web page.

Certificate
A Membership Certificate is issued to all members.

www.diagnosticengineers.org
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NEWS

IDiagE Chairman’s Fishing
Challenge 2011
Competing for the Stuart Reed Challenge Trophy Decoy Lakes Coarse Fishery,
Near Peterborough – Date: 10th June 2011
The excellent Decoy complex has built a reputation as one of the top competition carp waters in the
country and deservedly so. For sheer consistent sport on waters ideal for club and open matches, and the
sport at this complex is so good throughout the year that Angling Times often choose to use the lakes to
test new match, pole, feeder and waggler fishing tackle.
The lake we will be fishing is ‘Elm’, where meat and hemp down the edge of long pole and banded
pellet shallow. Absolutely full of fish, take plenty of bait. One fisherman (therefore may not be 100% true!)
said: “I fed 6 tins of meat and 3 of hemp down the edge alone and only fished it for 3 hours.”
There are large catches to be had in all lakes, and the facilities are pretty good too.
Location address: Decoy Lakes, Decoy Farm, 351 Drybread Road, Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire PE7 2AD – Telephone: 01733 202230
RULES: Barbless hooks only; Anyone caught using barbed hooks will be asked to leave; Size 12 hooks
maximum; Keep nets and landing nets supplied by the lakes; Only one rod to be used at any one time; All
day tickets landing nets only; All fish to be netted with landing nets; No silk Braid or Dacron; Men’s toilets
provided in building, Ladies near house. No litter. No cans or tins. No animals.
BAITS: Due to increased demand, fresh maggots will be available at Decoy (if pre-ordered). No boilies,
blood worm or joker, nuts, sticky magg. Ground bait to be used in feeders only, no frame feeders. Floating
baits on hook only.
Book your place now phone: 01924 821000

The search is on
Many of our readers will remember the years
Josephine Mullins served our Institution.
In recognition of those years Council, in
consultation with her family, is introducing a
new award. The Jo Mullins Young Engineer
Award. This award is to help support and
encourage the younger generation to further
their education and training in engineering
disciplines.
It is hoped the first recipient of this award will
be announced and presented at our AGM later
this year.

To be eligible a candidate has to be
nominated by a Member. So who do you
know?
Open to:
䡲 Male or female.
䡲 18 to 25 years olds.
䡲 Engineering student.
䡲 Scope of engineering course - NVQ or similar
to formal university degree.
If you would like to nominate a candidate to

receive this award in 2011 simply write
to the Award Selection Officer at our
registered address. The letter should briefly
describe the candidate’s career to date and why
you think he or she is a suitable recipient.
Please also describe what form of support
will best be of benefit to your candidate.
(Books, equipment, Educational financial
support).
The closing date for receipt of sponsored
nominations is 1st of September 2011.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I am particularly impressed with John Sayer’s article “Doctors of
Industry”, IDE journal No.175. It is a masterpiece and well worthy of
a Collacott Award.
The strongest points are on page 10 where he carries over from
page 9 the position of the automotive engineer’s diagnostic tools.
Equally strong is the medical profession reliance on the body healing
itself (particularly “bed rest”). He is so right that there is ultimately no
self-healing mechanism. The nearest might be the temporary
patching by self sealing fuel tanks as developed for fighter aircraft
and (later) Concorde after the Paris disaster.
“Scrap and replace” arose from the need to create sales derived
from the policy of “built-in obsolescence”. Hence deliberate inclusion
of wearing parts, soon withdrawn from availability after the warranty

www.diagnosticengineers.org

period has expired. This, of course, tied up with new models so that
as soon as brought, the equipment is obsolete. This is certainly the
case with computers, as John Sayer has written about before.
I saw a cartoon in our local Shell oil stores just recently. It
showed a frustrated customer pointing to a component on a shelf
but being told by the salesman that since the computer showed
“no stock”, he was not allowed to sell it. I’ve experienced a case
where, again, the part I wanted was on the shelf, but I did not have
the updated catalogue part number because the hard copy
catalogue did not exist any more - only disc, accessed through the
store’s computer and agency coded. I modified another bearing by
sleeving - job done.
Yours sincerely
Dr Robert A. Kisch
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Inspired to write
By John Sayer FIDiagE.
Q: What happens when Surgeons and
Engineers collaborate and get it
wrong?
A: It’s up to diagnostics to sort it out!
Like a piece of exquisite Art Deco or
more a kin to something one would
expect to find adorning the bonnet of a
luxury car. At first sight the ‘metal hip
replacement’ would seem to have more
in common with fine art than that of
brutal surgical mechanics - but once in
place, baring any unfortunate
complication, it works and goes on to
work well for years.
‘Dubbed the greatest success in
Orthopaedics in the 20th Century’ The
complex design of the prosthetic
implant that form the two major
components of the repair had to take
into account the vast strains and wear
encountered and therefore one must
marvel at the working simplicity of those
original bone joints that in turn have
inspired engineers with unique and
often completely unassociated design
answers.
But like everything in life joints wear
through use and age or can become
diseased, in turn this can inflict crippling
pain on the patient. So, it is no surprise
that they opt for such drastic surgery
when it can mean the difference
between ending their days with
extremely limited mobility and suffering
or gaining a new lease of life and activity.
Despite the strength of the joint the
other major hurdle had to be that the
load bearing surfaces have to survive
without oiling instead relying on both
the construction itself and the body’s
natural fluids and little more. So the
surface faces have to be extremely
robust and hard wearing so as not to fail
early, after all once a patient is no longer
crippled they’ll want to regain activities
and those activities will in turn add wear
to the joint.
There had to have been a
collaboration between surgeons and
their experiences and the expertise of
engineers and plastic/metallurgists in
order to get this design right.
Nevertheless the surgery itself might
find a mechanic more at home than a
surgeon when the tools involved are
seen - the whole process being a one
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way ticket once started as there’s little
chance of turning back what with the
cutting and grinding of bone and
physical hammer blow insertion of the
main element. The tolerances of both
the recipients body and the materials
used having to be just right in all
respects.
So, it comes as a bit of a surprise to
learn ‘that the one thing this design of
complex engineering beauty and
surgical skill failed to take into account,
leaving diagnostics to spot and
highlight,’ was that metals used in
newer implants through wear and/or
body contact could in fact potentially
poison the patient.
Earlier designs of hip replacement
were reliant on metal into a polymer
based hip cup joint, but the polymer
cups were shown to wear quickly and
fail far sooner than expected so a more
reliable metal into metal cup
replacement was sought. The new
material chosen for its strength and
durability was cobalt-chrome alloy, no
doubt this was thought to be so hard
and when polished with such smooth
facing surfaces that decay through wear
would be negligible. But Diagnostic
Engineers at Newcastle University
became involved following reports of
those conducting testing of patients. The
patients had complained of groin pain
following prosthetic hip replacement
implants. Testing showed that the metal
ions of cobalt and chrome found in the
blood were of high enough a level to be
of great concern. Such metals are
naturally found in the body in minute
amounts but the levels detected far
exceed what can be thought of as safe.
The diagnostic engineering research
showed that the one ‘joint fits all’ type
mechanics had failed to take into
account the build and sex of the patient,
which resulted in misalignment and
accelerated wear in the vast majority of
patients.
With the quandary of what to do
about this so a voluntary recall for
replacement joints was established.
It would seem that worldwide some
93,000 patients have had the newer
the metal alloy hip replacements and
now they will all need to be contacted
and offered this traumatic decision
(many have already have been

contacted), after all surgery isn’t
something to go into lightly even when
you feel very unwell, although then you
might at least see it as a no option
choice. But when the initial corrective
surgery you have already undergone
feels to work extremely well and you are
suffering no obvious side effects, surely
it has to be a much harder choice to
make.
That aside many millions of hip
replacement surgeries have helped give
massive relief, so this article should not
be looked upon totally negatively.
Instead the role of the Diagnostic
Engineer in discovering and reporting
the problem should be better
highlighted and acknowledged as no
doubt they will go on to assist in
resolving this and future problems.

www.diagnosticengineers.org
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Castle Group Ltd
Monitoring and maintenance in process
industries has never been as important
as it is today. The competitive advantage
to be gained through effective planned
maintenance and rapid fault diagnosis
can be the difference between making a
profit and not!
It is also true that now has never
been a better time to invest in the
technology, which offers so much more
for so much less. Whether you are
looking at basic temperature monitoring
or full diagnostic vibration analysis, it has
never been simpler or more costeffective to do.
To leave maintenance issues to
chance is to risk everything!
Castle Group Ltd is offering a new
packaged service, which can deliver
tailored solutions based on individual
scenarios. Whether in-house training,
monitoring systems, diagnostic
measurement services or
instrumentation rental, working with
Castle Group will deliver a combination
of products and services that will
complement your systems and methods
of working. You might even like to have
a permanent support service so that
we’re always there in the background to
keep things moving along as they
should.

Whoever is in charge of managing the
implementation of a system for
condition monitoring or any form of
diagnostics will want to be in control of
exactly which systems and training they
buy into. It may be that the production
director wants all systems and expertise
to be in-house so that everything is
close to hand if needed. Alternatively, it
is possible to contract in many of the
services required to run a successful
system. Castle Group offers a service
that can be tailored to fit in whatever
level of support is required.
Tailoring systems and support is
simple and should always be a major
part of the equation. It is simple enough
to install a condition monitoring system
using vibration sensors, but the
information must be dealt with in the
right way and in a timely fashion, so
training may be a
requirement of
the
implementation
process. When
looking at
diagnostic
vibration analysis,
this is also a
service that can
be provided in

house with the right training. Analysers
can also be hired if necessary to keep
capital purchases at bay.
With 40 years of experience with
monitoring and analysis equipment,
Castle is well placed to deliver on
process monitoring and maintenance
issues. We have a range of products and
services through which we can deliver
support and solution provision.
Everything you do in production line
maintenance can have a profound effect
on profitability, which is why we always
work on the basis of saving you money
or helping you increase profits. We
usually find the investment needed is
paid for in very short order!
Look out for Castle’s FREE half day
seminars, which can be found at
www.castlegroup.co.uk, following the
link for FREE legislation seminars.

Castle Group Limited
Salter Road, Scarborough,
North Yorkshire YO11 3UZ UK
Tel: +44(0)1723 584250,
Fax: +44(0)1723 583728
email: sales@castlegroup.co.uk
Internet: www.castlegroup.co.uk
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Knock, knock...
By Douglas Wragg FIDiagE.
Let me reassure right from the outset,
that I am not going to tell you a “knock,
knock” joke - that would be unforgivable.
Mind you, having said that, the one
which I liked most of all went on
“whose there? Martini. Martini who?
Martini hands are frozen!”
There, and I said I would not do that so many apologises - one does tend to
get carried away sometimes.
Germane to this case is a story, which
I have heard on a number of occasions
from differing sources, although I do not
know whether it is entirely true or
apocryphal.
It concerns a captain of industry who
was the head of one of the big car
manufacturers. He had turned round the
fortunes of the company, introduced
Total Quality Management, and had the
workforce pulling in the same direction,
and set for great things.
Apparently, he organised a slap-up
banquet for the companies which
supplied his company with parts and
accessories, and the great and the good
from those companies attended with
alacrity. It was a sumptuous affair,
wonderful food and great wines to
accompany it.
At the conclusion of this mammoth
repast, when the guests were in to brandy
and cigar mode, their host stood up and
said “Gentlemen, please follow me.” This
they did in to another huge room, where,
to their horror, ranged around the room
was a display showing the parts which
their respective companies made, the
defects with the products and the cost to
the company in consequential damage
caused by these parts.
I imagine that it was a sobering - no
pun intended - experience to those
assembled.
The message delivered to them was
that in future their companies would be
liable for consequential damage caused
by defects in their products, and that if
they still wished to supply part to the
company, they would sign a contract to
that effect.
If that is indeed a true story, then it
should be a source of inspiration.
The case that we are now going to
look at has a parallel in regard to the
knock-on effect.
I was contacted by a fairly large
company who made engine
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components, amongst which was
included crankshaft pulleys.
They had received a report of a rather
strange alleged failure of one of these on
a French car, and would I go and
investigate. My pleasure, I assure you, as
I enjoy nothing better than a pilgrimage
off to the West Country.
When I arrived at the garage in the
charming village of Slowe-in-the-Uptayke,
I was greeted with great enthusiasm and
courtesy - “we read all your articles” was
the greeting.
Feeling somewhat flattered and with a
sort of warm feeling inside, it was time
to go to work and see what had
happened.
This particular type of crankshaft pulley
incorporated a vibration damper nothing new there, as that idea is as old
as the hills.
The design was that the pulley came
in two parts, an inner and an outer
section of the pulley, and these were
locked together by a shim which was
inserted between the two halves upon
assembly.
In this case, the shim had twisted
slightly, leaving a “tail” of metal
protruding out between the two halves
of the pulley.
As the pulley rotated, a centrifugal
force was exerted on this tail, and over a
period of time, more of the shim was
being drawn out of the pulley.
It readily follows that the more “tail”
present, the greater the centrifugal force
exerted, until, inevitably something has
to give.
That was exactly what had happened
in this case - as the tail grew, it reached a
point where it started to hit the timing
cover on the engine, producing a regular
noise, which would have increased in
volume as the tail grew still further.
It reached the point where the end of
the piece of metal became entangled in
the cam belt, and became wedged
between the cam belt and the crankshaft
pulley. This caused the belt to jump a
tooth on the crankshaft, and one tooth
on the crankshaft timing gear roughly
equated to 10o of crankshaft movement
and therefore 5o of camshaft
movement. As this was a diesel engine,
this was sufficient for the valves and the
piston crowns to meet each other.
Mercifully, this occurred as the driver

was slowing down to stop because of
the unusual noise from the engine.
The net result was that there was little
or no damage to the engine, and when
everything had been carefully checked,
the engine was re-assembled, but with a
new front pulley.
One of the questions that was put to
me by the manufacturer was “if there is
a defect, what can we do to rectify it?”
Upon mature reflection, my
recommendation was that one method
of overcoming this problem was instead
of using a strip of shim stock, to use a
sleeve or continuous cylinder, which is
an absolute fit and therefore there would
be no possibility of one bit of it
appearing above the surface of the
torsional vibration damper.
Not only that, but there would be no
knock-on effect, and no consequential
damage.

www.diagnosticengineers.org
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Logie Baird’s contribution

By Ray Pressnell* FIDiagE.
The next time you use your diagnostic
skills on a faulty television set, you might
justifiably be inclined to swear about the
elusiveness of the fault.
Instead, why not take a coffee break
and consider how the technology began,
and imagine how it developed to its
present solid state. Such appreciation
might inspire you to locate that fault in a
less harassed, and more logical and
peaceful manner. As sophisticated as it
now is, television is not yet even 100
years old. There are many people who
feel that they could not survive happily
without the trusted ‘goggle box’ sitting
proudly in the corner of the room. Yet,
since human creation we have had
nothing like it in our lives. Until, that is,
one intrepid inventor decided that it
could, should and indeed would happen.
Scotsman John Logie Baird created the
first of ‘everything’ in television. Whilst it
is true that he does not receive the
recognition for his remarkable
pioneering, without his input television
would be many years behind in
progress. He had none of the electronics
that we have, yet demonstrated actual
pictures on a screen.
His creations included mechanical

www.diagnosticengineers.org

television transmission and receiving,
colour television, recording (recognisable
images at 30-lines scanning with a 6per-second field rate, on 78 rpm video
discs - and in the years 1926 to 1928!),
3D television, etc. It is worth expanding
upon another of his amazing firsts: a
transatlantic television broadcast. It was
Baird and his chief engineer, Ben Clapp,
who carried out that world’s first. Using
Ben’s amateur radio station G2KZ, they
transmitted live television pictures across
the Atlantic very early in the morning of
February 09 1928. Ben had travelled to
New York in late 1927 to make
reception arrangements with radio
amateur Robert Hart at his Hartsdale
home.
Video signals were generated in
Baird’s studios in Long Acre, London,
and relayed by landline to Ben’s Surrey
home. The Ham radio station
transmitted Baird’s signals out across the
Atlantic on a 45-metre wavelength at a
power of 2kw. The station’s logbook
recorded 58 test transmissions before
reception results were deemed good
enough for a demonstration. This demo
was made later that same morning.
Pictures included Baird’s ventriloquist

dummy (‘Stooky Bill’), Baird himself, and
Press Association journalist William Fox.
Harold Smith, who manned Ben’s
transmitter, entered in the log that the
station ‘closed at 0438 GMT’ (around
2338 NY time on Feb 08). It has been
said that he does not deserve the
accolades for invention of the systems.
This because, ‘they’ say, his efforts
‘contributed nothing to the ongoing
development of high-definition electronic
systems of the medium’. That seems
rather pompous. The Wright Brothers’
planes, the first motorcar, the first train,
the first jet airliner, and most other ‘firsts’
are not to be seen in operation today.
Does that mean that their inventors
should be forgotten or, worse, derided in
the way Baird has been? Of course not!
To get the matter in perspective, Baird, a
perpetually ill man, produced the world’s
first television pictures in 1924, with the
first public demonstration in Selfridges in
April 1925. After a few years of further
demonstrations of his devices, by 1928,
he was marketing the world’s first
domestic television receiver, his 30-line
‘Televisor’. Models costing between £20
and £150 gained orders at such as
London’s Selfridges Store prior to actual
transmissions of programmes.
The BBC was reluctant to transmit
Baird’s rudimentary signals, but finally
had to capitulate to public demands. The
world’s first television broadcasts duly
began on 30 September 1929. They
could not be called the most attractive
pictures to be seen. Filling a screen size
of only 2 inches wide and 4 inches high,
they were actually quite difficult to see.
Despite the shortcomings, by 1932
some 500 Baird Televisors, and an
unknown number of homemade
versions (kit and self-design) were in
daily use by the British public. But
circuitry progress was obviously needed
to give the new medium the wider
public interest it richly deserved. The
Bush Radio manufacturing company
achieved some progress. They produced
a 30-line self-contained receiver with a
picture measuring 9 inches by 4 inches.
Sadly, for them, it was not a wise
commercial decision to release this new
receiver onto the market, despite its
technological advancements. Britain’s
EMI was, at the same time as Baird,
developing a higher definition system for
transmission on vhf. One of the features
of the associated and revolutionary
receivers was the use of larger, fully
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evacuated cathode ray tubes. These are
still the major component of most
television receivers on the world market.
Significantly, an EMI official said that at
the time, ‘they considered that the crt as
a display device was only an interim
measure. We didn’t really believe that
this huge vacuum envelope, a
cumbersome sort of thing, would last.’
Well, it’s lasted over 70 years, and shows
little sign of being immediately displaced
on a large scale! Most important of all in
the development of television was EMI’s
camera, since it made live television a
practicality. Remarkably, the camera had
to be developed in secret.The two
inventors, J D McGee and WF Tedham,
had failed in attempts to persuade their
superiors to the cause. The first
experimental version was produced in
1932, and further developments
produced a camera tube with excellent
definition. Called the ‘Emitron’ it was
considered far superior to similarly
principled ‘Iconoscopes’ then available.
Invented by Russian born American
Vladimir Zworykin in 1923, the
iconoscope was at an earlier stage of
development than the proven Emitron.
Both types have long since been
superseded by developments in camera
technology. In the August 1936 British
Radio Show, seven manufacturers
demonstrated their television receivers.
They were shown in a darkened booth,
with curtains ensuring that only their
screens, and no manufacturers’ names,
were visible. Of the seven
manufacturers, the BBC’s Controller of

Engineering ranked Baird’s receiver as
fourth in quality. It was EMI’s system
(rated second at the show) that was
chosen to pioneer television
broadcasting on the 2nd November
1936. Their vastly superior Emitron
cameras tipped the scale their way, and
these cameras remained in service into
the 1950s. The BBC from Alexandra
Palace (affectionately known as ‘AllyPally) in London subsequently made the
world’s first public high definition
television broadcasts on that date. They
were monochrome, and used a 405-line
standard in the vhf band. These
broadcasts were of course pre-dated by
the less-acceptable BBC 30-line
broadcasts of 30 September 1929,
though these former broadcasts could
rightly be termed ‘exploratory’.
GEC/German co-operation enabled a
closed-circuit system to operate in Berlin
in March 1935. This was viewed only in
public viewing rooms, with no receivers
having been sold to the German public.
Using just 180-lines, it was obviously not
intended as a public broadcast system,
but rather as a demonstration of the
improving television skills of German
engineers as a result of British/German
co-operation. To say that Baird
contributed nothing to the development
of high-definition television is more than
a little from the truth. He was the first to
prove beyond a shadow of doubt that
television was highly feasible. His
mechanical system paved the way to the
future. It stimulated interest, and awe,
amongst the public around the world,

and inspired commerce to produce
more efficient systems. His immense
personal drive and ambition gained him
the notice and finance he needed. He
embraced the coming age of electronics
and cathode ray tubes. He developed
larger viewing screens, and better picture
definition through increased scanning
lines. He was in the forefront where
transmission and reception were
concerned. His views and achievements
were respected and were instrumental in
pushing the whole commercial
enterprise forward. His ideas were of
immense value to the subsequent
higher-definition systems. He surely
deserves the full accolades that are due
to the true inventor and promoter of the
idea of television. Since those heady
days, billions of pounds and dollars have
contributed to the development of the
superb systems we now watch. No
influence is possible on the
programming that we endure. However,
it is hoped that the above will bring a
better appreciation of the technical
aspects. Just remember this: In the
1960’s the fault rate for television
receivers was stated as ‘two faults per
receiver per year’. Now it’s being stated
as ‘one fault per receiver per five years’.
Won’t that rare fault that might enrage
you seem so insignificant after all? Enjoy
your coffee!
* This article was first published in
Journal No.129 March/April 2003 and
is re-printed with the kind permission
of Ray Pressnell FIDiagE.

The Importance of a
Feeler Gauge in 1945
By Steve Reed MIDiagE. MIDGTE.
One of the simplest tools in the
diagnostic toolkit must surely be a set of
feeler gauges. They require very little
maintenance other than rust prevention
and if correctly used they maintain their
original dimensions. We of a certain age
would surely have used a set in order to
keep the old car running in the days of
DIY repairs - setting such things as valve
clearances, ignition points and sparkplug
gaps.
It therefore came as quite a surprise to
find that the following report describing a
method of extending the length of feeler
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gauges should be of interest to such a
group of distinguished persons of that
period.
Checking the clearance of turbine
blades was crucial for reliable and
efficient operation of gas turbines and jet
engines. Clearances were taken between
rotating blades and the stator and
between stationary blades and the
rotating components. When the gaps
were too small the possibility of a
destructive rub would occur due to the
reduction caused by either thermal or
centrifugal growth of the components. If

the gaps were too large then the
efficiency of the machine would be
reduced as the gas stream would pass
over the blade tips and the potential
energy wasted.
Today many sophisticated methods
are employed to set and check blade tip
clearances turbine blades are also
manufactured to very fine tolerances
using the latest machining and casting
processes. During the 1940’s turbine
blades were finished and polished by
hand so it was absolutely necessary to
check this clearance of every blade
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regardless of access problems.
Whether the device described below
ever went into commercial production I
don’t know. When I was taking blade tip
clearance readings in the 70’s we used
long series feeler gauges manufactured
by Moore and Wright which were about
three feet long if my memory serves me
well.
When Engineer A.J.Birch produced this
report during the month of August 1945
two things were not a problem to the
author, the first being the classification of
CONFIDENTIAL and the other the
CIRCULATION.
We as readers of this report in the
21st century would ask, a) Why would
such a simple device be confidential and
b) Why would the very best of Britain’s
engineers and distinguished persons be
at all interested in such a device.
To introduce you to a few of those on
the circulation we have :
Dr D.M. Smith Chief Engineer Gas
Turbine Dept. Metropolitan-Vickers.
Elect Co.Ltd
Mr W.F.Saxton Chief Engineer
Armstrong-Siddely Motors Ltd.
Mr F.W.Owner Chief Engineer (1947)
Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.
Mr E.S. Moult Chief Engineer
De Havilland Engine Co.Ltd.
Mr A.G.Elliott Chief Engineer /
Vice President Rolls-Royce Ltd. Derby
Dr A.A. Griffith Chief Scientist
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Derby
Mr H. Sammons ( Retired as MD 1960)
D.Napier & Son Ltd.

www.diagnosticengineers.org

Mr H. Constant (Head of Pystock)
Director, National Gas Turbine
Establishment.
Dr S.H. Hooker Chief Engineer
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Barnoldswick
Dr A.E. Watson Technical Director
Joseph Lucas Ltd.
The titles attached only give small
evidence to the achievements of these
men. Others A/Cdre. F Whittle and Dr H
Ricardo require no introduction however
in 1945 both were directors of Powerjets
(R&D) Ltd.
Powerjets (R&D) Ltd a government
owned company formed in April 1944
following the nationalisation of
Powerjets.(Frank Whittle’s original
company) comprising the old Powerjets
Whetstone facility and the gas turbine

section of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment Pyestock together with
flight testing at Bruntingthorpe, several
heavy bombers and a couple of Meteor
jet aircraft. Employing approx. 1500
personnel between the two main sites.
During 1945 the year of this report,
Powerjets (R&D) Ltd was a member of
the Gas Turbine Technical Advisory and
Coordinating Committee (GTTACC) and
as such was obliged to divulge all
reports, data, and information to the
representatives from the aircraft industry,
engine manufacturers, ministry
departments and the admiralty all fellow
members of (GATTACC)
As wartime restrictions and security
was strictly adhered to everything was
classified thus A. J. Birch’s feeler gauge
holder became Confidential.
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Born to diagnose?
How do you teach faultfinding skills? Alan Smith, managing director of Advanced
Maintenance Services gives his personal perspective.
I sometimes wonder if people are born
with the ability to diagnose engineering
problems and trying to teach it is
mission impossible. Not everybody
could become jet fighter pilot, or a
world-class pianist, so why should I
expect it of our future electricians and
engineers.
We all have our little niches in life and
breaking out into new pastures is not an
option.
This sad view is only after trying to
train our apprentices to grasp the simple
logic involved in faultfinding. First some
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background as to my past. My own
training was on warships in Portsmouth
dockyard.
The results from school were poor
except for the science subjects, which
covered magnetism, electrical, levers
and pulleys etc. These were looked
forward to.
On taking the dockyard entrance
exam I was pleased to find that my
98% pass mark in science had carried
me through.
Having such a broad canvass of
sectors from dockside cranes to aircraft

carriers was truly exiting. They say your
school days are the best but my
apprenticeship days working on multi
million pound “toys” were better.
It soon became apparent that “its
always been done that way” attitude
ruled the day.
Some snotty nose, know nothing
apprentice (as was my label), was not
going to change anything.
I was moved through different
sections, large ships, small craft, frigates,
submarines, dockside cranes and yard
mains, working on switchgear and cable
jointing up to 33KV. You spent 3 to 4
months in each section. Most were keen
to move me on and give the trouble to
someone else. It did much as to the
furtherance of my training.
I soon learnt that a fitter that had
worked at the same bench for 50 years
did not take kindly to a 18 year old
know-it-all telling him there was a better
way to do a job. My people skills left
much to be desired.
After 5 years I completed my
apprenticeship and found a niche job as
a Diagnostician in the yard services
section. I was one of a small group who
were called on to sort out problems on
large fridge units that took over the
cooling duties of warships in refit. Other
plant I looked after was floating cranes
including a captured German 250 ton
beast.
If it wasn’t for the Aircraft carrier
Victorious needing an urgent refit,
commandeering all newly qualified
trades on board, I would have still been
there.
My diagnostic skills would have sunk
to pulling in cables from the front to the
back of a very big ship. I left and joined
an industrial heating company, again,
fault finding on oil and gas burners.
My fledgling company was started in
the 3 day week (1973) and soon grew
to needing more staff.
It soon become apparent that I could
only stretch myself over so many jobs
and the staff I had were not able to sort
out any technical difficulties from the
machines that they were installing.
Site installation crew are a different
breed from shop-based personnel. Yes
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they are still electricians or pipe fitters,
but their focus is to get the job done
and get back home asap.
Trying to change their mindset into
carrying out diagnostics on misbehaving
machinery did not appeal to them. I
defiantly needed their “let us at em”
attitude in getting difficult installations
completed so it would be better not to
rock the boat too much.
I tried to recruit ex apprentices that
were being laid off from the closing
(was saved later) dockyard. The theory
was that they would have done the
same training as me, therefore could
sort out the faults, same as me.
The whole thing ended in disaster.
The lads had spent most of their time
in college, as there was not the work in
the ‘yard’. What was worse they
accepted that they knew nothing and
were content to let life wash over them.
Even better, they had top marks
awarded to them in their exams ‘to help
them get a job’.
It was then that the realisation
dawned over me, if I wanted technician
type staff we had to take on apprentices
of our ow (bit slow at taking these
‘corporate’ decisions).
How do you select the right person?
Interviews are all right to see if
candidates can present themselves as
creditable, but as for identifying any
spark of passion or common sense, they
fail me.
Also going by qualifications gave a
poor conversion rate of reaching their
second year. One lad had so many
GCSE results that I was blinded by them
and gave him the job. It lasted about 6
weeks before he found working was too
hard, and was expected to learn things
and he got his hands dirty.
It took about 10 years of 1 in 10
success rate before I saw a pattern
emerging.
If you took a school lad on as a
Saturday labourer for 3 weeks, and sent
him out with the trades people, it was
soon very obvious what they were
capable of.
If they were bitten by the interest bug,
they had to ask if there were any
vacancies for full time work when they
left school.
The ones that had no interest never
asked, so excluded themselves.
The ones that did ask were told that
you needed some reasonable results
from school, so make the effort before
you leave.
After a few months they had to jump
through more obstacles when they
wanted to be an apprentice.
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I found that the more they had to
fight for the job the more value it had
for them. This then reflected in the
effort they put into keeping their hard
won apprenticeship.
This theme is continued into their
training. If they ask a lazy question, like
how many amps in a KW or how much
current will a 2.5mm cable take, they do
not get the answer. They are reminded
that they have covered it in college and
look at their course work. If you
answered every question they get into
the routine of “ask Alan”. Well Alan will
show you the path to the answer
instead (they really hate me for it).
A saying they hear often is, ‘at school
you were taught, at work you learn’. The
difference is your own input on the
second one.
One Saturday lad, with no
qualifications at all, brought in his craft &
design school project. It was an intruder
alarm he had made for his mum. He
sheepishly produced this battered alloy
box and demonstrated how the alarm
electronics worked. I asked why it was
folded so badly.
He had been excluded from school
due to behaviour problems and had
finished off the project at home, with no
folders or guillotine. He had used the
kitchen door as a folder. That showed
me that with no one pushing him, he

completed that project for his own
satisfaction and the pride in presenting it
to his mum.
He got the job and re-sat his school
exams that he was excluded from.
His crowning glory was to be
apprentice of the year at our local
college and I took great satisfaction in
standing up to applaud him when he
went up to collect his prize.
Unfortunately I could not help but
turn round and rib the head of training
for Southern Electricity, “this is the one
you did not want”.
When you see progress like that it
makes up for the ones who fell by the
wayside.
That apprentice stayed with us for
many years before being tempted with
a job as leader of the maintenance
section of a large packaging company.
Some of my staff think I will blow a
fuse if we lose someone who we have
spent a lot of time and effort training.
Not at all, it’s a free world, very big
and needs exploring. I say to all of them,
you are welcome to stay on completion
of your apprenticeship, but you will
always be ‘the lad’ in the eyes of the
‘old timers’ and remembered for all
those jobs that went wrong. Go to a
new job and you go in as the ‘man’, fully
qualified and full of confidence.
The icing on the cake for me is when
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you see them some years later and they
ask for their job back. Often we do re
employ them.

all means keep that previous fault in
mind but do not let it exclude other
avenues of thought.

Points that I consider essential to
making a diagnostic engineer:
Anger at not knowing something.
Anger can be an invaluable tool to have.
If not being able to solve a problem just
washes over you, how are you going to
drive yourself to go the extra mile in
finding out what you need to solve your
dilemma. Many a time I have screamed
at someone for making a noise or
distracting me in the middle of a
complex job.

Verify any theories to prove /
disprove them.
When the brain is in full swing it’s
throwing out lots of “it could be”.
Sometimes an eager customer will sit
on your shoulder, watching and
mumbling that he is surprised that you
go down so many blind alleys. You
should go straight to the fault and fix it is
their view, funny thing is that they can’t
fix it with their approach. I find this type
of customer will say those infuriating
words “is that all it was, we could have
fixed that”.

Determination not to be beaten.
I suppose this is pride getting its two
pennyworth in. How low will you feel if
you walk away without fixing it. It’s about
this time that you question why you
ever took the job on in the first place.
Question what people are telling you.
I still get caught occasionally, by
accepting someone’s word that “the
contactor’s alright , I’ve just checked it”
only to find out an hour later it was a
faulty contactor.
Try not to pre-empt where the fault is,
based on what was wrong last time. By
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Double check yourself don’t be rushed
by others needs.
I had been called by the commercial
docks to a German freighter whose
main engine refused to start. I had just
unloaded my toolbox from the car when
the pilot came up to me demanding to
know how long before it’s fixed. “There
three more ships waiting for this jetty, so
move this one” he ranted. The last thing
you want is someone else’s problems
loaded onto you, just when you need a
clear head.

Keep a watchful eye on the blinding
obvious.
How many of us have rushed into a
control cabinet, meter in hand, only to
find the wall isolator turned off.
My own red faced blunder was on an
old supply ship. It was delivered to
Portsmouth by a transit crew who shut it
down and went home.
When the new crew took ownership,
they kept getting failed starts on the
auto engine management system. I
went through all of the interlocks the
prevented main engine running. Cooling
pumps on and up to pressure, gearbox
oil pump running. Priming pump
running. Overheat not tripped, over
speed not tripped. There was a one
pair cable that was open circuit, It was
not on any drawings, so we laboriously
traced it from the engine room, up
through the galley, behind panelling in
cabins, up to the bridge.
There, on the engine control consul
“emergency main engine stop”. Two of
us had spent all day to reset a stop
button.
Why do I do it, it’s like a drug, without
the side effects, but with the addiction.
When I see a ship sail or a machine
producing its goods, it’s a kick so say: “I
fixed that”.
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NEW BATTERY SYSTEM
When a leading budget retailer decided to
move to a larger warehouse and distribution
centre, it was determined not to significantly
increase its material handling costs.
Fortunately for 99p Stores, technology offered
by HOPPECKE INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES has
enabled it to make the most of its materials
handling fleet, saving it thousands of pounds
over the length of a five-year contract.
HOPPECKE sales director, Gus Whyte,
explained: “We worked closely with the
company to install a new Trak Air High
Frequency charger system, capable of
charging 32 batteries at any one time and
incorporating a ‘call forward’ function that
signals to operators which battery is to be
used next.”

t| 01782 667305
e| sales@hoppecke.co.uk
w| www.hoppecke.co.uk

FIRE-PROTECTED PIPE COUPLINGS
Pipe coupling manufacturer TEEKAY
COUPLINGS LTD is supplying its
patented fire-protected pipe couplings
to the Queen Elizabeth Class Aircraft
Carriers - the largest vessels to enter
service with the Royal Navy, it was
announced.
Teekay Axilock-FP Pipe Couplings have
been selected for joining steel, copper
nickel and GRE plain end pipes on the
QEC project. Joining plain end pipes
with Teekay Couplings avoids the need for welding, flanging, threading or grooving the pipe. The
use of Teekay Couplings instead of traditional steel flange sets will considerably reduce the
space, weight, time and cost of the installed pipework system.

t| 01494 679500
e| info@teekaycouplings.com
w| www.teekaycouplings.com

NEW STATIONARY CAMERA

FAN AND FILTER
UNITS PROVIDE INCREASED
STABILITY
Using diagonal fan technology to increase the
working back pressure, RITTAL’s new
TopTherm fan and filter units provide an
increased and more stable airflow, even with
contaminated filters. Diagonal air flow offers
a greater spread of air within the enclosure
thus reducing the possibility of hot spots and
has the effect of requiring fewer maintenance
intervals for the replacement of filter mats.
For quick installation and servicing the new
generation Rittal TopTherm fan and filter units
require no tools. It is possible to fasten into
the enclosure, modify the airflow direction,
change the electrical connections and
orientation as well as replace the filter mats
all without tools.

t| 01709 704000
e| information@rittal.co.uk
w| www.rittal.co.uk

OPTRIS introduces the second generation of the optris PI thermal imager.
The optris PI is based on a new, small detector with 160 x 120 pixel which can allow a better
local resolution of the device under test.
Thermal processes of very small objects
starting from 50 µm can be presented.
Precise measurements can be performed
starting from 0.5 mm. Exchangeable high
precision lenses allow adjustment of the
measurement distance and object size.
The software optris PI Connect
represents the temperature merits with
up to 120 Hz (8 ms per picture).
Measurement results can be captured,
analysed afterwards and then filed.

t| +49 (0)30 500 197 21
e| sales@optris.com/longina.becken@optris.de
w| www.optris.com

VIRTUAL 3D PROTOTYPE
Offering exact planning reliability EPLAN Pro Panel allows the definition of a virtual 3D prototype
of the mounting layout - independently of the electrical or fluid schematic. Mounting panels,
housings or enclosures can be dimensioned optimally so that the costs are reduced. Consistent
data for all the participating engineering disciplines ensure that the workflow towards the
production is also efficient. Last but not least EPLAN Pro Panel provides added value to the
complete engineering process.
Designing on the basis of the
EPLAN platform is supported fully
in both electrical and fluid
engineering. This applies to
mounting panels that are planned
with EPLAN Electric P8 as well as
for hydraulics units designed with
EPLAN Fluid.

t| 01709 704100
e| info@eplan.co.uk
w| www.eplan.co.uk
FLUKE is offering a Fluke Ti32 and Fluke
TiR32 free lens promotion, running until 30
April 2011. These two thermal imagers are
said to provide a combination of ruggedness,
ease of use and superior image quality. The
choice of a free additional telephoto, or wide
angle, lens (recommended list price over
£1000) to purchasers of a new Fluke Ti32 or
TiR32 Thermal Imager, enables an even wider
range of application areas where the thermal
imager can be used.
The Fluke Ti32 Industrial Thermal Imager is
designed and priced to deliver unprecedented
performance for troubleshooting and
preventive maintenance of electrical
installations, electro-mechanical equipment,
process equipment, HVAC/R equipment and
more.

A new condition monitoring service
for large induction motors, that can
detect potential motor failure well in
advance, has been introduced by
ABB. Called ABB MACHsense-P, the
service can spot trouble with
bearings, rotor winding defects,
imbalances, internal misalignments
and voltage abnormalities, providing
an early-warning to plant engineers, thereby saving considerable costly downtime. The service
provides accurate diagnosis; reports quickly, with a summary delivered on-site; includes
integrated analysis for current, voltage and vibration; rates defects clearly by severity;
recommends specific repairs; considers machine design in judging defect severity; reduces
unplanned downtime; and issues early warnings, allowing time for planning maintenance.

t| 0207 942 0700
e| ukenquiries@fluke.com
w| www.fluke.co.uk/ti

t| 01224 592123
e| arlene.hutchinson@gb.abb.com
w| www.abb.com

EARLY-WARNING SERVICE

ONLINE QUOTATION FOR
ENCLOSURES WITHIN
MINUTES
With access to the new RittalXpress website
at www.rittalxpress.co.uk it is possible to
search for a suitable product and receive an
outline quotation for a standard or modified
RITTAL enclosure within minutes. RittalXpress
was developed to identify which products are
available via the seven day modification
service and create a quick and easy to use
interface for configuration on line. Choose by
application, size, IP rating, part number or
material, which can be mild steel, plastic,
aluminium or stainless steel. The RittalXpress
website has a level of intelligence that only
allows the selection of accessories to suit the
chosen size or type of enclosure, along with
the inclusion of any holes required.

t| 01709 704000
e| informationa@rittal.co.uk
w| www.rittal.co.uk

ENGINEERING FOCUS

FREE LENS PROMOTION
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Chain jumping its sprockets?
Here’s the solution.
Have you ever had problems with transmission chain jumping or climbing its sprockets?
David Turner, of Renold Chain, looks at the causes and the solutions.
A common cause of chain climbing or
even jumping its sprockets is excessively
worn sprockets, or worn chain, or both.
Worn sprockets will also cause chain to
wear rapidly, so it’s important to replace
it and check the condition of the
sprockets before fitting new chain.
Look at the faces of the sprocket’s
teeth. Any wear will be seen as a
polished worn strip, about the pitch
circle diameter (PCD), on each of the
teeth as shown in diagram 1.
If the depth of the wear, X, has
reached a value equal to 10% of the
dimension Y, then the sprocket has
reached the end of its life and needs to
be replaced. It’s worth pointing out that
low cost, poor quality sprockets on most
industrial applications are a false
economy. A good quality sprocket
should last through the life of several
chains before anything like the amount
of wear shown here will have occurred.
If you’re fitting new chain don’t forget
to correctly lubricate it. The lubrication
that’s on the chain when it comes out of
the box is only sufficient to prevent
corrosion during transit and to aid initial
bedding in.
If neither the chain nor the sprockets
have worn then check the chain isn’t

Diagram 1

excessively slack. If it is then adjust the
centre distances to increase tension.
This adjustment should result in the
slack strand of chain having a
calculated degree of movement based
on the horizontal centre distance of the
drive.
This distance, A, in horizontal drives, is
calculated by dividing the horizontal
centre distance, C, by factor K, which
has a value of 25 for smooth drives and
50 for shock drives. For vertical drives A
should be approximately equal to half
the chain pitch P. Care should be taken
to avoid over tensioning.
Other ways of removing slack from
the chain include using a jockey
sprocket or, if it’s permissible to do so,

the chain itself could be shortened.
If there is no sign of wear or excessive
slack in the chain then it’s possible that
there is insufficient wrap around the
drive sprocket. Particularly for large ratio
drives it’s possible that the driver
sprocket may not have enough teeth to
absorb the working tension. If the drive
cannot be altered the solution is to fit a
jockey sprocket to increase wrap.
A final check is to look for a build up
of foreign material in the sprocket tooth
gap. If any is present then clean the
sprockets teeth so that the chain can
once again engage correctly.
For further information please visit:
www.renold.com

Diagram 2
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